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a fitting title, for the reality of corruption in the court of this USA.  As has been
proven, from the least, to the greatest: the foundations of judicial corruption, particularly
evidenced within their relationship to the first amendment redress of grievances is
“absolute”. Not the supreme court of this USA/ not the state court, at its lowest level, nor
any courtroom in-between.  Just how it is. Instead of justice, add redress, and it is probable
“terrible crimes” will be allowed instead of the judiciary simply obeying the law.  That, is
organized crime, and a rebellion against this people. But reality also determines to ask the
question: what does the judiciary gain, by holding the line against a constitutional law?  The
answer is power over the people, instead of power to the people. The question is then, WHO
gets power over the people, when this constitutional guarantee is broken, and traitors rule? 
The answer is: that money decides what this nation is, does, decides, and defines as its
community of life/ therefore those who have the money, already the greater power among
this people; achieve and hold onto that money/ by controlling the courtroom; particularly
the first amendment redress of grievances.  Because this law is: the power, to the people/ by
giving them the authority to demand an accounting, establish an authority, create and
protect the laws, and take away the power of individuals, so that WE THE PEOPLE,
actually exists as democracy intended.  Therefore “not a little thing”!

This appellate court, being particularly afraid due to the docketing statement
presented them, has chosen to gamble that I could not find a receipt to prove I did in fact
pay $455.00 to file case 10-2146.  I have looked, and they win the bet on this day, because I
did not find the receipt/ even though I KNOW, because I paid in cash, as the court required
(would not take a debit card).  And got a 3" by 3" cash register receipt, that has indeed
gotten lost.  It is now obvious why the court requires cash/ why the court issues tiny
receipts: because corruption likes it that way.  My fault for being trusting, believing that this
tiny thing, would be “safely guarded”/ therefore I need not be concerned.  Payment is made
at the district court level, and a case docket number is not provided until you pay.  Further
the case was previously dismissed for circuit rule 3(b), which did not even apply to this
case.  Regardless, it is now time to simply be true to the task that has been presented to you:
“the audience, called we the people”/ and those most directly involved by knowledge of
these events.  Your question is:    Do you wish to intervene as a nation, as elements of both
law and police/ as the reality of we the people: or not.  Because, it was never possible for me
to do more than show you the corruption/ which I have done.  It was always necessary for
we the people, to establish what you decide the law and the court must be.  Simple as that/
your choice now:   today is June 18, 2010, and you must now decide.



Regarding the reality of a judicial corruption trial, that fundamentally evidences the
question of traitor as proven by open rebellion: in terms of justice, the money is not
relevant/ it is a duty required by those employed to protect and defend this nation and its
constitution.  Which means it is not “optional” by any means/ it is guaranteed by oath, at all
levels of law enforcement.

Regarding the issue of the docketing fee itself: there must be a receipt within the
district court, is that not so.  There must be an accounting of the cash taken in, as $455.00 is
large enough, that small accounting errors cannot simply cover it up.  The transaction or
receipt numbers are numerically in order/ and each number must be accounted for.  My
presence in the court to pay the filing fee is on video tape, if these are not erased since the
original filing date of approximately 5/ 10/ 2010.   My guess is: the tapes are still there, and
I would be highly surprised to find there is not a camera directly on top of where the money
changes hands.  Prove me wrong.

As to me: I do remember when I pay for trial ( I did)/ I do remember and get it done,
when that trial is important; and the multitude of cases in my past clearly presents and
displays: this is true.  With clarity, the intent to expunge the record is consistent with several
times the court has done the very same thing.  Do look on www.trialforlife.info abstract of
cases:   check for item numbers to identify cases: “sorry the links no longer work”/ but it
would take a lot to change everything so that they would work again.  Go down the page
instead; I do have copies; or at least should have copies;   but it is still true, my filing and
attention to detail has never been good.  Nonetheless, I do believe the important parts will
be found.  Frivolous is also identified as the means of a judge to simply discard cases
without a right/ without cause/ without or against the law:   it is their “get out of jail card”/
and they use it repeatedly, on all kinds of cases.  Some are even frivolous. A number of
cases are also on www.justtalking.info & a supreme court case is on www.justtalking2.info
as well.

The ending here is very simple: although I could go back to the district court and
demand an audit or proof of receipt/ it is true, that a judge in this court may or may not have
“found this uncomfortable”.  Once the appellate court has demanded the case is dismissed,
even if I provide the proof/ even if law, amendments, constitutional decrees, guarantees,
justice or fair play; absolutely nothing will let this go forward, unless the american people
insist. They will not reinstate it: therefore it is useless.  The fact the court did not sign the
document means it is invalid/ but if they are willing to assume and submit a criminal act; do
you really think that will change?  The case stands in the law, because it cannot be
dismissed in this way, it is illegal/ an act of criminal contempt for the law, by the court. 
Therefore it is your trial, to decide/ no longer mine.  Proof of payment will be found, if you
believe you need it:  just like questioning a restaurant for example regarding tax: the
evidence of income, is directly tied to the supplies required: even if cash is used/ food tells
the story.  In truth, the law does not need this evidence: all that matters is, DID THEY
uphold their oath, to we the people;  or not. Nothing else matters in determining if a
criminal action took place. Consequently or more simply: lies are determined by the list of
accomplices “evidence that cannot be hidden;  such as is food, to a restaurant”.  This too:  



is now the property of this people called the United States of America.  And you WILL do
with it as you please.  It is literally up to you, if the court is allowed to pretend it is beyond
the law/ superior to the people/ and defiant to the constitution itself.  You will note,
although it does say by order of the court: NO NAME is attached.  Which means the order
itself is invalid.  No mention of the clerk;   did the judge not read/ not understand the clerk
as previously mentioned was not obeying the law?  Collusion?  You decide.

The day has come: either fix the judicial reality of a
courtroom, or be subject to “whatever whim they like”.

James Frank Osterbur

We now await the lower court ruling on 09 LM 1414, and its probable state appeals. 
The appellate and supreme courts in IL, having already proven in the past: “not a clue/ nor a
desire for justice, constitutional adherence, equality, or purposes beyond money and power”. 
Regardless of the outcome, the reality of our future as a nation resides in who controls the
law: that means, if not the constitution by the courts/ THEN it must be we the people. Or
your descent into chaos begins, because if these believe “they don’t care, or won’t put up a
fight: it WILL just get worse/ until you break into rebellion, ending life on earth.”

As to the court itself: proven is no respect for me or my life or justice or fair play/ no
respect for the constitution or law, or expectations in due process; a simple discarding of the
process to prove “we are kings”.  No respect for the system of justice, proven by the lack of
respect for law/ by allowing inconsequential and ultimately completely arrogant rules to
destroy a foundation required for peace in society.  No respect for the courtroom itself, or I
would not continue to be harassed by a collector/ when the money is not due, nor promised
until my day in court has been completed, and judgment is made.  No respect for the nation,
or this people.  No respect for oath of office, or the fact an employee is hired to do the job
we demand/ NOT whatever they want to turn it into.  No respect for the sanctity of life/ just
a means of extortion.  No respect for an oral contract, as is the intent with the words:  
“Anything BUT an emergency room; which started this trial”.  No respect for this state, or
the people in it.  No respect period. And so on.   

As we look to understand how this could have happened in a nation called America
wherein the people themselves do and work hard/ fighting an ever growing competition to
stay alive: because the university graduate controls the jobs and the money, demanding
enormous amounts for nothing at all.  We come to learn, that it is in fact the university
graduate that has changed this nation over the last few decades: being essentially leaders of
every decision making organization that exists/ being the people who demanded pensions,
because they could get nothing else (all gone)/ being the people who designed and caused to
exist the multitude of threats we now face.  Being the propaganda machine so inhibited with
a desire for money, power, and pride; they know nothing of duty, honor, or fair play.  The
foundation of life is, TRUTH!  The foundation of america, under the leadership of the
university diploma has become: lies, fantasy, delusion, and disgrace.  The foundation of
every economy is “a profit rather than a debt”/ yet the university diploma, wants slaves, and
tempts, traps, manipulates, and controls the expectations of society with advertizing to



assemble and create a people so indebted, no nation in the history of the word, has ever been
so poor, in terms of truth; by the money itself (more than one hundred trillion dollars, all
combined).  The illusion of “debts don’t matter for government”/ because the employees
didn’t care, is a reality now threatening everything.  The tragedy of money first, a failure so
distinctly ruinous: it can cause a cascade of death so extensive it would rival “biblical
predictions”.  A failure to respect SO EXTREME, absolute chaos on the earth surface from
the same fire as is on the sun is expected (NIF; going to create a sun here on earth)/ absolute
chaos in genetic structure, as is nature lost because genetic disciplines, balance, and
integrity are being crucified (scientists all over the world, going to make “creatures”
themselves)/ absolute chaos within the structural integrity and disciplines of atomic
structure are being prepared for “ CERN; the next big bang (the most destructive event in
the history of this universe)”; to blow up the earth.   All of this, and much more/ and yet
people stand dumb-founded;   because they believe in the university “expert”.  “Who knows
little more of value than to say;   we’re not dead yet”/ therefore we can do whatever we
want”! Proves nothing, about the next minute or day.   Fool, is a word that simply does not
extend to people who don’t understand:   this world only dies once!  Who cannot
comprehend the same fire as is on the sun is uncontrollable/ or mutilation is a catastrophe/
or a mass so extensive as to recombine into what we know to be the universe today: did not
explode without structural weakening first.  There is no real word, for the extreme utter
insanity of university leadership; satan is as close as it gets. 

 But not to worry, what do I know/ “truth taught me”; no diploma worth mentioning
at all.         However I tell you true, IT IS INSANE, to understand any of this and not defend
your world/ your children/ and the future of life.   Shame on you, for doing so little this
world is ready to die, in a thousand different ways.  Proven right, beyond the slightest doubt
means: your dead/ your children are dead/ your world is no more.   Think!


